Introduction
In this work we present JIGSAW, which is a theory revision system within the Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) framework. In essence it is an enhanced version of the system RUTH [2] , which is a non-interactive theory revisor built on the ideas presented by De Raedt and Bruynooghe [6] . The main contribution of this work is that we incorporated unfolding as a theory specialization operator into RUTH. This was done by integrating RUTH with SPECTRE [5] which is a theory specialization system based on unfolding and clause removal. The theory revision problem addressed by our system can be formalized as follows:
Given-" 9 an integrity constraint theory I 9 a new integrity constraint ]C 9 a database D, satisfying [, but possibly not satisfying [C 
JIGSAW
The system JIGSAW is based on the overall structure of the RUTH system, and integrates the theory specialization technique of SPECTRE. In this section, we first briefly describe RUTH and SPECTRE, and then present JIGSAW.
RUTH.
The system RUTH is a theory revision system built on ideas presented in [6] . However, it works non-interactivcly, replacing queries to an oracle by an intelligent search strategy based on an iterative deepening schema [7] . A full description of the system can bc found in [2] and [3] , and theoretical properties are described in [I] . hypothesizes that at least one of the p~0 should be fals% or at least one of the qi0 should be true in the transformed database. As in concept learning p~0, resp. qj0, is called a covered negative example, resp. an uncovered positive example. Transforming the database is done by adding or deleting clauses or facts.
The operators of RUTH are contained in the procedures handle_positive and handle_negative. For handling a covered negative example RUTH uses an MISlike specialization operator. It constructs an SLD-tree for the example, hypothesizes that one of the clauses used in the proof is incorrect, and removes this clause from the database. To handle an uncovered positive example the system has three operators: (1) add the example as a ground fact to the database, (2) construct a maximally general clause that covers the positive example, and that is consistent with the integrity theory and (3) abduce new facts l~8 using a clause h ~ 11 A... A l,~ of the database such that h0=Ex and for which not all literals 1~8 are true.
SPECTRE.
BostrSm and Idestam-Almquist [5] have argued that the specialization of logic programs can be viewed as the pruning of SLD-trees. In their system SPECTRE, the actual pruning is done by applying the transformation rule unfolding [8] together with clause removal. The specialization of a logic program with respect to positive and negative examples is realized in the following way. As long as there is a clause in the program that covers a negative example, it is checked whether it covers any positive examples or not. If it covers no positive examples, then it is removed, otherwise it is unfolded. The choice of which literal to unfold upon is made using a computation rule, which is given as input to the algorithm. In [5] the optimal choice of literal to unfold upon is approximated by selecting the literal that results in the minimal residual impurity of the resolvents when having applied unfolding. For the evaluation of JIGSAW the "Student Loan" domain from the UCI repository of Machine Learning Databases was used. We randomly generated 40 corrupted domain theories and sets of 20 randomly selected examples. We also tested JIGSAW on the smaller CUP domain as described in [4] . Because of space constraints we cannot fully report on the results. We limit ourselves to the discussion the advantages and also a caveat
There are several advantages in using an unfolding technique for theory specialization. First, plain clause removal might affect the proofs of positive examples, whereas the unfolding technique first specializes the selected clause, and only removes clauses that do not cover any positive examples. Second, an unfolding operator can speed up the theory revision process. One can easily imagine situations where one unfolding step has the same effect as the removal of a clause, followed by the construction of a new -more specific -clause. The following small experiment taken from the CUP domain illustrates both these aspects. Third, one can regard unfolding as a specialization technique that makes explicit use of the available background knowledge. Finally, one unfolding step can introduce more than one literal in the body of a clause. Hence one application of unfolding may correspond to several specialization steps. However, this can also be seen as a disadvantage, since there is a danger of overspecialization. This was illustrated by a small number of experiments where RUTH found a solution but JIGSAW did not.
Conclusion
The system JIGSAW that we have presented in this work is an example of integrating independently developed techniques. Benefiting from the common logical framework of the ILP research field, we were able to extend the theory revision system RUTH. More specifically, we integrated SPECTRE's specialization operator together with the impurity measure used for formulating a preference criterion. Experimental results using the Student Loan domain and the CUP domain show that the integration effort is beneficial, and they point out the advantages (and Mso some caveats) concerning the use of an unfolding technique.
